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(very) preliminary  postseismic results
H701: 18 km from M6.4 fault, 24 km from M7.1
PNCL: 0.6 km from M7.1 fault
• Very little shallow afterslip
• Tentative evidence for deeper afterslip
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• InSAR + continuous GPS + surface offsets
• Both faults modeled together
• Peak slip >4 m, upper ~6 km of fault
• More dip-slip at ends of rupture
Aftershocks of the M6.4 
earthquake showed a 
conjugate pattern from the 
beginning. Was there 
conjugate slip?
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• GPS data for M6.4 (dGPS6) constrain slip of M6.4 (m6) only
• GPS data for M7.1 (dGPS7) constrain slip of M7.1 (m7) only
• InSAR data (dInSAR) constrain sum of slip for both events
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• Model with slip on conjugate fault fits ~13% better (WRSS)…
...but has double the number of model parameters (significance?)
• Currently testing other conjugate fault geometries (splay?)
Take home points
• We collected campaign GPS data between the two earthquakes
• InSAR data cannot separate the earthquakes; coherence is excellent
• Slip in the earthquake was mostly shallow (upper 6 km)
• We do not see shallow afterslip in the GPS (maybe some deeper)
• GPS data may support conjugate slip in the M6.4 event (but need to 
evaluate statistical significance)
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